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AUTHOR’S MAIN MESSAGE 
The European asylum system suffers from weaknesses that were dramatically exposed during the migration crisis 
of 2015–2016. Border controls were unable to stem the flow of migrants and asylum applications fell very unevenly 
among EU member states. Reforms introduced in the wake of the crisis strengthen the existing system in some 
respects, but go only a small way toward creating a better system which would select those most in need of 
protection for direct resettlement without having to run the gauntlet of irregular migration and possible rejection. 

ELEVATOR PITCH
The migration crisis of 2015–2016 threw the European 
asylum system into disarray. The arrival of more than 
two million unauthorized migrants stretched the system 
to its breaking point and created a public opinion 
backlash. The existing system is one in which migrants 
risk life and limb to gain (often unauthorized) entry to 
the EU in order to lodge claims for asylum, more than 
half of which are rejected. Reforms introduced during 
the crisis only partially address the system’s glaring 
weaknesses. In particular, they shift the balance only 
slightly away from a regime of spontaneous asylum-
seeking to one of refugee resettlement. 

KEY FINDINGS

Cons

New policies do not fully address the weaknesses 
exposed in the 2015–2016 crisis.

Increased policy harmonization has not evened 
out the migrant “burden” between countries.

Relocation of asylum seekers has fallen short of 
modest targets.

Improved border controls have not succeeded in 
stemming the flow of irregular migrants.

Very modest progress has been made in shifting 
from a regime of spontaneous asylum-seeking 
to one of resettling refugees directly from origin 
regions. 

Pros

The European migration crisis of 2015–2016 
accelerated the reform of EU asylum policies.

Asylum reforms include increased harmonization 
of rules and procedures across member states. 

The EU has agreed on relocating asylum seekers 
between countries.

A new agency has been established to strengthen 
control of the EU’s external border.

The EU has expanded its commitment to resettling 
refugees directly from origin regions. 

Asylum applications in the EU, 2009–2018
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Source: Based on Figure 1. 


